MEDIA RELEASE

MTI Expands Mobile Enterprise Portfolio With New Acquisition
Hillsboro, Oregon, March 6th, 2014 - Mobile Technologies Inc. (MTI), a global leader in mobile device
display technologies, announced today the acquisition of ArmorActive, the Salt Lake City based
company specializing in tablet accessories and enclosures for business applications.
“ArmorActive is a worldwide pioneer in developing solutions that facilitate the use of tablets within
business environments,” said Chris Remy, CEO of MTI. “With the acquisition of ArmorActive’s 100+
SKU product portfolio, excellent brand name and strong marketing presence, we are combining
ArmorActive’s knowledge of mobile enterprise solutions with MTI’s technical and global services
capabilities. This combination will provide a very unique value proposition to customers looking to
use tablets in support of their business.”
"Merging with MTI is strategic to our goal of developing the most sophisticated security products for
mobile computing,” said Scott Paul, CEO of ArmorActive. “Their capabilities to engineer and deploy
products will increase our ability to meet global demand. We are especially interested in how this
merger allows us to bring the MTI product line to our customers, along with their tablet support and
service team. ArmorActive was a first-mover in the tablet kiosk marketplace, and now with MTI we
plan to break new ground with greater momentum."
MTI has over one million mobile device security positions installed globally with some of the world's
most recognized brands as well as six of the seven largest retailers in the United States, all of whom
utilize MTI's cost-effective yet powerful loss prevention solutions. The newly forged partnership will
see the two businesses combine their strengths to create the #1 solution based company in the
mobile enterprise industry.
For more information about our products and services, please visit: www.mobiletechinc.com,
www.armoractive.com, www.tabletenclosures.com and www.ipadenclosures.com.

About Mobile Technologies Inc. (MTI)
For over 36 years, MTI has been a global leader in mobile device display technologies, developing
solutions that deliver the highest level of merchandising security for consumer electronics and
mobile enterprise applications allowing products, sales and service to be the focus, while security
operates efficiently in the background.

About ArmorActive
ArmorActive is a global company specializing in purpose-built solutions for deploying tablet
computers into any business landscape. Our goal is to provide the highest quality of service to every
customer with our team of account managers who understand every phase of a tablet deployment,
no matter how large or small the scale of the project.

